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Abstract 
 
Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging is a key modality in medical imaging 

for neuroscience, which allows to deduce the fiber tracts that conform the brain’s white 

matter. With this technique, displacement of water molecules in a specific spatial 

direction is measured, giving information of the shapes depending on the predominant 

diffusion directions. When this technique is used on images from multiple sclerosis 

patients there are some areas where water diffusion is equally distributed due to the 

illness’ effect, losing the necessary information to reconstructing the fiber tracts. In this 

thesis, we propose a variational method based on the Laplace partial differential 

equation to estimate the right information on those damaged areas allowing the fiber 

tract reconstruction (tractography). Finally, we also present experiments over synthetic 

and real images. 

 
 

Resumen 
 
Las imágenes potenciadas en difusión son un método clave en imagen médica para 

neurociencia, que permiten deducir los tractos que conforman la materia blanca del 

cerebro. Usando esta técnica, se puede medir el desplazamiento de moléculas de agua 

en una dirección espacial concreta, lo que nos da información estructural dependiendo 

de las principales direcciones de difusión. Cuando esta técnica se usa con imágenes de 

difusión de pacientes con esclerosis múltiple, sin embargo, algunas áreas lesionadas 

muestran una distribución de la difusión equiprobable, perdiendo la información 

necesaria para reconstruir los tractos. En esta tesis, proponemos un método variacional 

basado en la ecuación diferencial de Laplace para estimar la información en esas zonas 

lesionadas, permitiendo así reconstruir los tractos (tractografía). Para acabar, también 

presentamos experimentos sobre imágenes sintéticas y reales. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Motivation and context  
 

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory and neurodegenerative disease which 

damages white and grey matter on the central nervous system (CNS), causing physical 

and mental disability. Its cause is unknown, but it is considered to be the result of an 

interaction between genetics and environmental factors, which starts an immune-

mediated response against proteins of the CNS [1]. Nowadays, 2.5 million patients have 

MS worldwide. MS prevalence is far from the numbers of other more common 

neurodegenerative diseases, but it is highly relevant because it affects young people, 

being the first cause of non-traumatic disability in young adults, producing significant 

impact on their quality of life and job expectations [2]. Therefore, research on this 

disease, which is still not fully understood, is of great medical interest. 

 

The most common type of MS is relapsing remitting MS, which causes two types of 

inflammatory-mediated neurodegenerative processes: 

 

 The first process, is caused by a local inflammatory response, mostly mediated by 

lymphocytes, that produce a local destruction of myelin and axons. The myelin is the fat 

that surrounds axons on the nervous system, which acts as insulator. It allows fast 

propagation of electrical impulses by saltatory conduction and improves energy 

efficiency [3]. That is why thinning or disappearance of this layer causes defective 

impulse transmission and therefore disability.  

 

The appearance of this kind of lesions causes relapses, which consist of a transient 

neurological impairment that patients usually suffer for 2-3 weeks. Then, when the 

inflammation disappears (either spontaneously or by using steroids), myelin of impaired 

axons can be regenerated by the oligodendrocytes (the cells that produce myelin). If 

only a small number of axons are irreversible damaged, the patient reaches a complete 

recovery, but if there is a larger number of permanently damaged axons, the patient may 

experience neurological impairment as sequelae [1]. Local lesions can clearly be 

quantified using standard magnetic resonance images (MRI) (Fig. 1) [4]. Current 

disease modifying therapies can reduce the appearance of new lesions and new relapses 

in patients with MS [5].  

Fig. 1: Proton-density weighted MRI scans obtained at a | baseline, and b | 1 year, c | 2 years and d | 3 years later. White stains are the 

lesions induced by MS. Source: Wattjes MP. et al., Evidence-based guidelines: MAGNIMS consensus guidelines on the use of MRI 

in multiple sclerosis—establishing disease prognosis and monitoring patients 
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The second process MS causes is chronic and causes diffuse axonal degeneration along 

the brain. This diffuse damage is mediated by a different type of inflammation 

(microglia activation). This second type of neurodegeneration was referred as “normal 

appearing” white and grey matter because the tissue appeared to be “normal” in 

standard MRI but it was actually found to be not normal in histopathological studies of 

post-mortem brains of MS patients [6]. Quantifying this damage is highly relevant 

because there is a strong relationship between the extension and magnitude of this 

damage and disability in patients with MS [7]. Moreover, this type of damage does not 

respond to the current disease modifying therapies. 

 

Novel advanced MRI modalities can detect and quantify this microstructural damage. In 

particular, the technique that we will work on is diffusion weighted imaging (DWI), 

which measures water diffusion on a tissue [8]. To have in mind the morphology of the 

CNS, we can consider it as a network where grey matter nodes in the cortex and in the 

subcortical area (basal ganglia) are connected by white matter tracts. White matter is 

formed by the axon membrane, the microtubules and the myelin around it. All of these 

parallel sheets favour the water diffusion in the direction of the axon (parallel) and 

prevents the water diffusion across them (perpendicular). Taking advantage form this 

particular anatomical structure, we can reconstruct the tracts of the CNS using DWI. 

This process is known as tractography and is one of the most promising approaches for 

quantifying diffuse damage.  

 

Diffuse neurodegeneration (second neurodegenerative process) produces 

microsctructural changes that modify tractography (usually the number of fibers we can 

detect). However, lesions due to the local damage (first neurodegenerative process) are 

a big issue for calculating tractographies. The regions affected by the disease make stop 

the fiber reconstruction. This is because water diffusion on the damaged axons becomes 

isotropic, and we lose tract direction information on those points. High isotropy is the 

principal stopping criteria of tractography algorithms. Then, if its reconstruction is 

interrupted, the tract that is distal to the lesion cannot be evaluated. 

 

1.2 Goals  
 

The objective of this work is to pre-process DWI images in order to enable tractography 

calculation on MS patients. This will allow clinicians to evaluate damage caused by the 

disease. We propose the use of an inpainting algorithm based on Laplace’s equation 

with Dirichlet boundary conditions for recovering reliable information on the lesioned 

areas. Because DWI datasets have a 3-dimensional (3D) image for every diffusion 

orientation measured, we implement two different approaches; first we model each 

DWI volume as an independent 3D scalar function and solve the Laplace equation on 

this 3D domain. Secondly, we model all DWI data as a unique 5-dimensional (5D) 

function in a non-euclidean space (R3×S2) and solve the Laplace equation on this 5D 

domain  

 

This work expands the initiative of M. Andorrà [9], where he applied inpainting 

processes to solve this problem. In his work, the inpainting was done on the diffusion 

tensor image (DTI) domain, which is computed from the DWI, and models the 

probability density function of the diffusion directions as a gaussian distribution. His 

algorithm improves the tractography results, but it has limitations caused by the use of 

the DTI model, as assuming a gaussian distribution is an oversimplification of the real 
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distribution. In this thesis, we developed an inpainting algorithm that works directly 

over the DWI domain, to overcome this limitation. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND STATE OF THE ART 
 

2.1 Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging 
 
2.1.1 Magnetic resonance imaging 
 

To understand diffusion weighted magnetic resonance images (DWI MRI) we first need 

to know what a MRI is. The technique is based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

principles, which state that a nucleus in a magnetic field absorbs and re-emits 

electromagnetic radiation [10]. This energy has a specific resonance frequency, the 

Larmor frequency (w), which depends on the strength of the field (B) and the magnetic 

properties of the isotope (γ), called the gyromagnetic ratio [11]. 

 

 𝑤 = 𝛾𝐵 (1) 

 

This phenomenon appears for any nuclei possessing a non-zero nuclear spin, as it will 

therefore have a magnetic moment, which will tend to align with the magnetic field, 

gaining potential energy [12]. Then the electromagnetic input, in form of radio 

frequency for our case, will excite its spin state, making the magnetic moment not 

parallel with the field. When the radio frequency is switched off, the spin relaxes, going 

back to its previous state, while emitting a radio frequency. This radio frequency is what 

gives us the information of the materia [13]. 

 

Using this phenomenon, the process to acquire the MRI consists on putting the sample 

inside a magnetic field, then excite it with a radio signal, stop the radio signal emission, 

and then receive the emitted signal during its relaxation period. From the signal 

acquired we get frequency intensity and phase information. 

Then, as 90% of protons in human body are located in water molecules, the nuclei 

studied when getting a MRI from a human body, is the proton (1H). Like that the NMR 

gives water distribution information [8]. 

 
2.1.2 Diffusion 
 

Diffusion weighted images (DWI) are based on movement detection of water molecules 

inside the brain. We can find three types of movement when imaging. Bulk movement, 

corresponding to the movement of the whole body, which can blurry the image taken. 

Flow movements inside the brain, which happen for example in blood flows, which are 

usually ignored as only 5% of blood vessels content is water. And diffusion, which is 

the motion studied in this type of images, and corresponds to brownian motion, the 

random movement that particles in a fluid have because of the internal energy [8]. This 

movement is considered totally arbitrary and independent for each particle, so in a free 

space, the probability of finding the particle in a given place after a given time, follows 

an isotropic gaussian distribution, centred in the initial position of the particle at time 

zero.  

 

This diffusion however, is limited by the physical barriers it encounters, like cellular 

membranes, so there will be more motion in those directions which are less restricted 

[14]. Inside white matter’s structure that will be along healthy axons, as both axonal 

tracts and the myelin around it present physical barriers [15]. The probability 
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distribution will then be anisotropic, showing tract’s shape and state. That is why we 

want to measure it. 

 

2.1.3 Diffusion measurement 
 

To detect the diffusion motion, based on the radio signals emitted by the particles 

during a NMR process, a magnetic field gradient is used, where the field intensity 

linearly decreases in one direction. Given the equation at (1), the frequency of the spin, 

will change between particles aligned in the gradient direction, as they will be exposed 

to different B, introducing a phase change between them. Then an inverse gradient of 

the same duration is applied, compensating that phase change (Fig. 2). If the protons did 

not move, the sum of their radio signals will be a constructive, as they will be in phase. 

But if a nucleus moved, when the inverse gradient is applied, it will not get the correct 

field strength B and its spin phase will not be the same than the rest, so the sum will be 

incoherent, decreasing signal intensity. So, the more diffusion we have on the gradient 

direction, the less intensity the received signal will have [8]. 

 

          

 
Fig. 2: Effects of molecular motions in an experiment with a pair of gradients. Source: Hagmann et al., 

‘Understanding Diffusion MR Imaging Techniques: From Scalar Diffusion-weighted Imaging to Diffusion Tensor 

Imaging and Beyond’ 



 

1 https://www.slicer.org 7 

 

The result are the DWI (Fig. 3), (3D) images, formed by k two-dimensional (2D) slices, 

which show the diffusion of water molecules in the direction of the gradient for each 

voxel. 

 

 
Fig. 3: DWI in sagittal, coronal and horizontal plane. Source: Slicer.org sample diffusion dataset. Visualized with 

3DSlicer1 software 

 

When we take a DWI with a gradient in the direction of the direction vector 𝑞𝑛⃗⃗⃗⃗ , we get 

an image that shows water diffusion in that direction only. Several images are then 

taken, with different gradient orientations 𝑞 𝜙,𝜃, to visualize diffusion in several 

directions. This set of images are stored in what we call the q-space, a space where for 

every direction of the gradient 𝑞𝑛⃗⃗⃗⃗ , we have a three-dimensional DWI ∈ R3 (Fig. 4) [16].  

 

 
Fig. 4: q-space. Yellow points indicate DWI volume position on the gradient orientation 3D space. Source: Hagmann 

et al., ‘Understanding Diffusion MR Imaging Techniques: From Scalar Diffusion-weighted Imaging to Diffusion 

Tensor Imaging and Beyond’. 

2.1.4 Diffusion models 
 

To enable further study of diffusion information and as previous step for the application 

of tractography algorithms, a process is applied over DWI to fit the information on a 

diffusion model. The diffusion models describe, for each voxel, the water diffusivity as 

a function depending on the direction of the gradient. Different models have been 

proposed.  

 

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI), is the most commonly used technique and it models 

the diffusion as a 3D-gaussian probability density function for each voxel. The 
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covariance matrix of this 3D-gaussian model can be seen as an ellipsoid with axis as the 

eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, showing the principal directions of diffusion 

(Fig. 5).   

 

 

 

This approach is especially useful when we want to have a value that can quantify the 

damage on fibers in MS. A usual measure is fractional anisotropy (FA), a value between 

0 and 1, which represents the degree of anisotropy of the diffusion distribution, where 0 

represents an isotropic distribution and 1 a distribution where all the diffusion happens 

along a single axis [17].  

 

Let λi be the i-th eigenvalue of the the covariance matrix 

 

 

FA = √
1

2

√(𝜆1 − 𝜆2)2 + (𝜆2 − 𝜆3)2 + (𝜆3 − 𝜆1)2

√𝜆1
2 + 𝜆2

2 + 𝜆3
2

 

 

(2) 

 

Then, as healthy axons make water diffusion more directional than those damaged, 

restricting the water diffusion along the fibers, low FA values can be an indicator of 

damage on the tracts, because non-healthy fibers allow water diffusion across them. 

 

Fig 5: Horizontal plane of brain DTI calculated with 3DSlicer1 software 
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To calculate the DTI then, we need to compare the obtained DWI signal for one 

gradient S with the signal with constant magnetic field, a signal without attenuation S0 

[8].  

 

Let the known variables be γ the gyromagnetic ratio, G the diffusion gradient, δ the 

pulse gradient duration, and ∆ the diffusion time. And let D be the characteristic 

diffusion constant of the tissue, which is the unknown. The ratio of lost signal follows 

an exponential decay that can be modelled with the Stejskal-Tanner equation 

  

 𝑆

𝑆0
= 𝑒−𝛾

2𝐺2𝛿2(Δ−𝛿/3)𝐷 
(3) 

 

We can summarize the known gradient parameters as le Bihan’s factor b 

 

 𝑆 = 𝑆0𝑒
−𝑏𝐷 (4) 

 

So, to find the diffusion ratio D we have 

 

 
𝐷 =

𝑙𝑛(𝑆) − 𝑙𝑛(𝑆0)

−𝑏
 

(5) 

 

The diffusion constant is actually a 3x3 tensor matrix, as it represents the diffusion on 

the tissue in three-dimensional space, and it is proportional to the gaussian covariance 

matrix [16]. 

 

D = (

𝐷𝑥𝑥 𝐷𝑥𝑦 𝐷𝑥𝑧
𝐷𝑥𝑦 𝐷𝑦𝑦 𝐷𝑦𝑧
𝐷𝑥𝑧 𝐷𝑦𝑧 𝐷𝑧𝑧

) 

 

(6) 

 

So as this tensor is a symmetric semi-definite positive matrix, with 6 unknowns, to find 

its value we need at least 6 measures with different gradients. 

 

Given that we can have noise in the measures, more than 6 gradients are usually taken, 

and the solution is found by minimization of the error, using techniques like least 

squares, weighted least squares or nonlinear optimization. 

 

A diffusion tensor image (DTI) is a 3D image where we calculate the matrix D for each 

voxel, and represent it as a 3×3 tensor. This tensor, as we said, can be seen as the 

covariance matrix of a gaussian probability function, which shows the probability 

distribution of the water diffusion on that voxel.   

 

DTI model has a major limitation though, as it assumes that for each voxel computed 

there is only a fiber bundle going in a certain direction, the reason is that it represents it 

with only one gaussian distribution. If there is actually more than one fiber direction in 

the voxel (because there is a fiber crossing) the real distribution is a sum of gaussians. 

We can visualize in (Fig. 6) a distribution with a single predominant tract direction, and 

at (Fig. 7) the distribution found in a fiber crossing. The plots show, for a certain voxel, 

the DWI value for all the gradient directions f(θ, ϕ). 
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To solve this limitation, different approaches have been proposed, trying to fit the 

signals into diffusion models. 

 

A first obvious approach was to modelize as a mixture model, as the one proposed by S. 

Mori in 2007 [8], called multi-tensor fitting. The approach was to model as a diffusion 

tensor D for each fiber orientation and then summing their results, relying on the 

assumption that water molecules don’t have enough time to move between the different 

fiber bundles within the diffusion time of the experiment.   

 

Let the new added variables be û be the diffusion direction N the number of fiber 

orientations and fi the volume fraction of each fiber. Notice that now Di is fiber 

dependent. 

 

𝑆(û, 𝑏) = 𝑆0∑𝑓𝑖𝑒
−𝑏û𝑇𝐷𝑖û

𝑁

𝑖

 

 

(7) 

 

It is worth mentioning that this model needs a higher number acquisitions for its 

calculation in comparison to a DTI model. 

 

Another model proposed and wildly accepted is the one by Tournier et al. in 2007 [18] 

for constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD). In this method, instead of gaussian 

distributions, spherical harmonics are used (Fig. 8), as they can represent more than one 

predominant diffusion direction at the same time. 

Fig. 6: DWI value for gradient direction in a singular 

fiber direction voxel. Obtained from a 19-gradient 

DWI field with grid interpolation applied. 

Figure 7: DWI value for gradient direction in a fiber 

intersection voxel. Obtained from a 19-gradient DWI field 

with grid interpolation applied. 
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2.1.5 Tractography 
 

Using the information given by a fiber orientation model, it is possible to generate a 3D 

image showing the estimated neural tracts that conform the brain’s white matter. This 

technique is called tractography, and is used for preoperatory planning and also for 

research on white matter degeneration on diseases like MS. As we explained, on MS 

research, it is being studied its use for quantifying diffuse damage.  

 

We will explain DTI-based tractographies. 

 

The simplest approach is to use a deterministic or streamline tractography algorithm. 

This is done finding the predominant direction on each tensor D (there is one for each 

voxel in the image). Using a principal component analysis 

 

 𝐷 = 𝑄Λ𝑄−1 (8) 

where 

 

 

𝑄 = (

𝑒1
→

𝑒2
→

𝑒3
→

)     Λ = (

𝜆1 0 0
0 𝜆2 0
0 0 𝜆3

) 

 

 

(9) 

 

Being  𝑒𝑖⃗⃗   the eigenvectors of the matrix D, and λi their corresponding eigenvalues, we 

know that the predominant direction is the one from the eigenvector 𝑒𝑖⃗⃗   with the highest 

eigenvalue λi. 

 

Then, for deterministic algorithms, the approach is to solve Frenet–Serret equation. 

 

Let r(s) be a continuous differentiable curve (the tract) and its derivative at point s t(s), a 

tangent vector  

 

Fig. 8: The first 5 SH bands as unsigned spherical functions by distance from the 

origin and by colour on a unit sphere. Source: Robin Green, ‘Spherical Harmonic 

Lighting: The Gritty Details’,  
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 𝑑𝑟(𝑠)

𝑑𝑠
= 𝑡(𝑠) 

(10) 

 

We consider the principal diffusion direction as the tangent vector 

 

 

 𝑑𝑟(𝑠)

𝑑𝑠
= 𝑒1(𝑟(𝑠)) 

(11) 

 

Then 

 

 𝑟(𝑠) = ∫ 𝑒1(𝑟(𝑠))𝑑𝑠 (12) 

 

 

To find a solution, 2nd-order or adaptive 4th-order Runge-Kutta methods are used [19]. 

The algorithm uses four stopping conditions for the fiber tracking, which were defined 

at Basser et al. work [19]: 

 

“1) the tract reaches the boundary of the imaging volume; 2) the tract reaches a region 

with low diffusion anisotropy (lattice index < 0.1); 3) the radius of curvature of the tract 

is smaller than approximately two voxels; and 4) the eigenvector that is the most 

collinear is not the same as the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue”. 

 

Condition 2) triggers for low FA values, which is 

usually caused by fiber crossings, where the tract 

direction is uncertain. Whoever for MS DWI, 

because of the fibre degeneration, the FA can 

drop under the threshold, even if the tract 

direction is actually clear (Fig. 9). 

 

The disadvantage of deterministic approaches is that they are vulnerable to noise in the 

DTI data, and DT-MRI is inherently a noisy technique [15]. Moreover, voxel size is far 

larger than an axon, so for every voxel there can be different tract bundles going in 

different directions [20]. 

 

Probabilistic methods were developed as an answer to these problems. The approach is, 

for every voxel, assign each possible fiber direction a probability according to the DTI 

tensor. Then calculate thousands of possible connections between presumed tracts, 

using different fiber orientations for each voxel, having each orientation a probability of 

being chosen proportional to the one given by the tensors [20]. The result is a 

probabilistic map of fiber connectivity [21]. 

 

It is important to mention that probabilistic tractographies are also affected by the 

indeterminacy induced by MS damage. There is little chance that the algorithm would 

generate a tract passing by the lesion zone because of the isotropic distribution on that 

area (and that probability decreases as the damaged area grows). If it happened that in a 

certain iteration, a fiber would pass by the zone, the result could be anatomically correct 

and given as a solution, but the efficiency and reliability of this process would be too 

low. 

  

Fig. 9: Representation of uncertainty by 

crossing (left) or MS (right) 
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2.2 Inpainting 
 

As our objective is to ‘erase’ the effect of tracts’ local damage on the DWI, we are 

going to discard the information on those points and recalculate it by interpolation. This 

technique, in image processing, is known as inpainting, a concept that was seen for the 

first time in Bertalmio et al. work in 2000 [22]. 

 

Inpainting is an image restoration process, used when we cannot recover the lost 

information from an image and we need to replace it. The technique consists, in 

interpolating the information missing in an area (from now on the inpainting domain), 

using the rest of available information, which will be the one outside the inpainting 

domain. The result is an image that aims to be as much visually natural as possible, 

even though the inpainted information is not the original (Fig. 10). 

 

 
2.2.1 Types of inpainting 
 

There are several approaches to this problem, which we can divide in two big 

subgroups, local inpainting techniques and non-local or exemplar based inpainting 

techniques. 

 

Local based inpainting algorithms use the information in the neighbourhood of the 

computed point, propagating the colour information towards the inpainting domain, in 

order to have a smooth texture result. But these do not take into account geometrical 

shapes or patterns, so if the inpainting domain is big and contains patterns, they will not 

appear in the inpainted image and the result will not look natural. 

 

Non-local or exemplar based inpainting algorithms use geometrical information. So 

they paste into the inpainting domain a piece of another area which helps extending 

geometrical patterns. 

 

This usually gives a better result when the inpainting domain is a big sector and the 

image has different textures, but it is of no use when we inpaint few isolated pixels. 

 

2.2.2 Laplace equation inpainting 
 

We will now explain the inpainting method used in this work, which is local based 

(later discussed why). 

 

Fig. 10: Restoration of old photograph. Source: Bertalmio et al. ‘Image Inpainting’ 
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The approach consists on the minimization of the squared modulus of the gradient of 

the image on those points inside the inpainting domain [23].  

 

Let f: Ω → R be a given grayscale image and D ⊂ Ω an open set representing the region 

to inpaint. Given that f is known in Ω\D 

 

 

{
𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑢𝜖𝑊1,2(Ω)

∫|
𝐷

∇𝑢(𝑥)|2𝑑𝑥

𝑢|Ω∖𝐷 = 𝑓
 

 

 

(13) 

 

The minimization of this functional leads to the steady state of the heat equation, i.e. to 

Laplace’s equation (14). It is worth mentioning that, as the gradient between pixels 

represents texture difference, the solution will correspond to the image with the 

minimum texture change between contiguous pixels in the inpainting domain D. 

 

So, if we derivate with respect to u and equal to zero, we find Laplace’s equation 

(demonstration at the annex), 

  

 
{
Δ𝑢 = 0     𝑖𝑛𝐷,      
 𝑢 = 𝑓       𝑖𝑛Ω ∖ 𝐷

 
 

(14) 

 

where 

 Δ𝑢 = 𝑑𝑖𝑣(∇𝑢𝑖,𝑗) (15) 

 

To calculate discrete derivatives, is usual to apply finite differences, being i and j the 

discrete x and y pixel index. The forward finite differences applied to gradient state as 

 

 (∇𝑢)𝑖,𝑗 = (𝑢𝑥𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑢𝑦𝑖,𝑗) (16) 

 

 𝑢𝑥𝑖,𝑗 =
𝑢𝑖+1,𝑗−𝑢𝑖,𝑗

ℎ𝑖
          𝑢𝑦𝑖,𝑗 =

𝑢𝑖,𝑗+1−𝑢𝑖,𝑗

hj
 (17) 

 

and the backward finite differences applied to divergence state as 

 

 𝑉 = (𝑉1, 𝑉2) (18) 

 

 
𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝑉𝑖,𝑗) =

(𝑉1𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑉1𝑖−1,𝑗)

ℎ𝑖
+
(𝑉2𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑉2𝑖,𝑗−1)

ℎ𝑗
 

(19) 

 

then, 

 
𝑑𝑖𝑣(∇𝑢𝑖,𝑗) =

𝑢𝑖+1,𝑗 − 2𝑢𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗

ℎ𝑖
2 +

𝑢i,𝑗+1 − 2𝑢i,𝑗 + 𝑢i,𝑗−1

ℎ𝑗
2 = 0 

(20) 

 

The partial differential equation is completed with boundary conditions. In image 

processing is usual the use of homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, that means 

the derivative across the boundary is zero (the information remains inside the image 

domain). The boundaries which are not in contact with the inpainting domain D can be 

considered to have Dirichlet boundary conditions, as their value is equal to the one from 

its neighbouring position at Ω. 
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2.3 Previous works 
 

The application of inpainting algorithms in medical image was seen for first time in M. 

Sdika et al. work in 2009 [24] in the context of non-rigid registration methods for T1-

weighted images, also for patients with MS.  

 

In neuroimaging, to be able to compare brain images of different morphology or 

acquisition, a process of non-rigid registration is used. This process consists in 

determining correspondences between two images and finding the spatial 

transformation that relates the position of those correspondences, using a non-rigid 

transformation [25]. The method cannot be applied correctly to MS MRI though, 

because local damage in the tracts distorts it. So, M. Sdika et al. work consisted on 

inpainting the damaged zones over the T1-weighted MRI, so the registration could be 

done. 

 

This approach was widely extended and implemented as a common tool for MS 

neuroimage analysis. Unfortunately, we could not directly apply it to our problem 

because the algorithm was designed to work over 3D fields, but we intend to apply it on 

all the q-space, which has a higher dimensionality. 

 

There are also studies on applying inpainting to assist tractography calculation. Like the 

one from T. Schultz in 2012 [26]. Where he performed an inpainting over the DTI to 

solve fiber crossing indeterminacy without the need of using higher angular resolution 

images (HARDI) protocol, which needs a big number of DWI acquisitions. This differs 

from our work in that the inpainting is done on the DTI domain, not the DWI q-space. 

 

Prckovska et al. [27] also published a work in 2015, on improving tractography 

performance, which considered different limitations as fiber crossings or MS damage. 

The algorithm works in a full dimension q-space R3×S2, but differs from our method in 

that the process affects all voxels in the data set, not only the ones corresponding to MS 

damage. 

 

Finally, the last predecessor to this work, and our reference for results comparison, is 

the proposal that M. Andorrà did in 2016 [9], where he tries to solve the MS 

tractography limitations by applying inpainting over the damaged areas on the DTI 

domain. 

 

The approach consists first in performing an eigenvectors and eigenvalues 

decomposition of the DTI, and generating 4 different sets of data: 

- A field containing the three eigenvalues λi per voxel. 

- A field containing the spherical coordinates of the eigenvectors of highest eigenvalue 

 𝑒 1. 

- A field containing the spherical coordinates of the eigenvectors of the second highest 

eigenvalue 𝑒 2. 

-A field containing the b0 values.  

The four of them were inpainted separately, over those voxels belonging to the 

inpainting domain. 
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Then, as the inpainted 𝑒 1 and 𝑒 2 did not have any restriction of orthogonality between 

them during the inpainting, a Gram–Schmidt process is applied to assure they are 

indeed orthogonal. 

 

Then, after converting the eigenvectors 𝑒𝑖⃗⃗   to cartesian coordinates, inpainted diffusion 

tensors D are reconstructed,  

 

 

𝐷Ω = (

𝑒1
𝑥 𝑒2

𝑥 𝑒3
𝑥

𝑒1
𝑦

𝑒2
𝑦

𝑒3
𝑦

𝑒1
𝑧 𝑒2

𝑧 𝑒3
𝑧

) · (

𝜆1 0 0
0 𝜆2 0
0 0 𝜆3

) · (

𝑒1
𝑥 𝑒2

𝑥 𝑒3
𝑥

𝑒1
𝑦

𝑒2
𝑦

𝑒3
𝑦

𝑒1
𝑧 𝑒2

𝑧 𝑒3
𝑧

)

𝑇

 

 

 

(21) 

 

Finally, the DWI images S are calculated 

 

 𝑆 = 𝑆0𝑒
−𝑏𝐷 (22) 

 

The step of going back to the DWI domain from the DTI allows to use any technique to 

calculate tractography, like CSD. 

 

Calculating tractography over techniques like CSD instead of DTI helps to solve 

indeterminacy on voxels with multiple tract directions. But Andorra’s algorithm 

converts the data into DTI before inpainting, so the information is forced to fit a 

singular gaussian, and then calculating CSD over it does not give full dimension 

spherical harmonics, as some data is missing. This is the reason why inpainting directly 

over DWI could improve the results. 
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3. INPAINTING ON DIFFUSION WEIGHTED IMAGES 
 

The inpainting will be performed using the variational method based on the Laplace 

partial differential equation (24). We choose a local based method because the 

inpainting domain consists of a set of small areas comparatively to the total size of the 

image. Moreover, if we used an exemplar based algorithm we would be assuming 

geometrical correlation between fiber tracts, and that was not considered in this work.  

 

So, if we minimize the following energy functional, 

 

 

{
𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑢𝜖𝑊1,2(Ω)

∫|
𝐷

∇𝑢(𝑥)|2𝑑𝑥

𝑢|Ω∖𝐷 = 𝑓
 

 

 

(23) 

 

we find Laplace’s equation,  

 

 
{
Δ𝑢 = 0     𝑖𝑛 𝐷,      
 𝑢 = 𝑓       𝑖𝑛 Ω ∖ 𝐷

 

 

 

(24) 

And given that 

 Δ𝑢 = 𝑑𝑖𝑣(∇u) (25) 

 

in a R2 example, and using forward finite differences for the discretization of the 

gradient and backward finite differences for the discretization of the divergence, we 

have that 

 
Δ𝑢 = 𝑑𝑖𝑣(∇𝑢𝑖,𝑗) =

𝑢𝑖+1,𝑗 − 2𝑢𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗

ℎ𝑖
2 +

𝑢i,𝑗+1 − 2𝑢i,𝑗 + 𝑢i,𝑗−1

ℎ𝑗
2 = 0 

 

(26) 

 

To find a solution, we describe the problem as a system of equations in matrix form. 

 

Let fij  be an (m×n) image matrix, x be the result image of the inpainting, in vector form 

(mn×1), Ai’,j’ a (mn×mn) coefficient matrix and b a (mn×1) constant term vector. 

 

 𝐴𝑥 − 𝑏 = 0 (27) 

 

 

𝐴𝑖′,𝑗′ =

(

 
 
𝑎1
→

𝑎2
→

⋮

𝑎𝑚𝑛
→

)

 
 
   
𝑖′(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑗 ⋅ 𝑚 + 𝑖

𝑗′(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑗 ⋅ 𝑚 + 𝑖
 

 

 

 

(28) 

 

Where  𝑎𝑖′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ’ vector contains the coefficients of ∇(ui,j) if  j’ represents a ui,j ⊂ D. If, j’ 

represents a ui,j ⊂ Ω\D, 𝑎𝑖′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   has only a coefficient 1 at i’=j’. 

 

Vector bj’=0 at j’ if ui,j ⊂ D and bj’=ui,j if ui,j ⊂ Ω\D. 

 



 

2 https://es.mathworks.com/ 

3 matlab.izmiran.ru/help/techdoc/ref/mldivide.html 
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Solving for x, we get the inpainted image. Neumann boundary conditions were applied 

so that if an edge voxel belongs to the inpainting domain Ω, its Laplacian can be 

calculated. 

 

The method for solving the system of equations which uses our implementation is a LU 

solver, which first performs a LU decomposition with partial pivoting (31), and then 

applies an iterative process of forward/backward substitution for fast solving.  

 

 𝐴 = 𝐿𝑈 (29) 

 

[

a11 𝑎12 … 𝑎1𝑛
a21 𝑎22 … 𝑎2𝑛
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑎𝑚1 𝑎𝑚2 … 𝑎𝑚𝑛  

] = [

𝑙11 0 … 0
𝑙21 𝑙22 … 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑙𝑚1 𝑙𝑚2 … 𝑙𝑚𝑛  

] [

𝑢11 𝑢12 … 𝑢1𝑛
0 𝑢22 … 𝑢2𝑛
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 0 … 𝑢𝑚𝑛 

] 

  (30) 

 

Let P be a permutation matrix which reorders the elements of A, then for partial 

pivoting decomposition, 

 𝑃𝐴 = 𝐿𝑈 (31) 

Then to solve the system 

 

 𝑃(𝐴𝑥 − 𝑏) = 0 (32) 

we calculate: 

 𝐿𝑈𝑥 = 𝑃𝑏 

𝐿𝑦 = 𝑃𝑏 

𝑈𝑥 = 𝑦 

 

 

(33) 

 

The implementation used is performed by Matlab2 built-in function for LU equation 

solving3. 

 

To demonstrate the functionality of the algorithm, we tested it, first, for 2-dimensional 

images (Fig.11). 
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Fig. 11: Inpainting of a grayscale image over the missing 78% of pixels using Laplace’s equation inpainting 

 

3.1 Independent volumes implementation  
 

As we mentioned previously, all the DWI obtained from a certain body, are grouped in 

the q-space, where we have each one at the point corresponding to its gradient 

orientation 𝑞 𝜙,𝜃  . The first approach to inpaint those DWI is then, to take each DWI 

on the q-space, and inpaint it separately, using the spatial information from the current 

view to calculate the inpainting. 

 

The inpainting algorithm previously explained was defined on a R2 domain. DWI 

images are three dimensional images where f ∈ R3, so the discretization must be adapted 

to R3. Then, our operators are: 

 

 
∇𝑢 = (

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
,
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
,
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
) 

 

(34) 

 

 
Δ𝑢 =

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑦2
+
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑧2
 

 

(35) 

 

3.1.1 Discretization and computation 
 
To calculate the operators needed for Laplace’s equation (24) in a discrete form, we use 

finite differences (20), as it was previously explained. 

 

Using this method, for the independent volumes implementation, at every voxel ui,j,k ,we 

need to compute: 
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{

𝑢𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘 − 2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 + 𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘

ℎ𝑖
2 +

𝑢𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘 − 2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘

ℎ𝑗
2 +

𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 − 2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1

ℎ𝑘
2 = 0

𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 = 𝑓𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑖𝑛 𝐷
𝑖𝑛 Ω ∖ 𝐷

   

(36) 

 
3.2 5-dimensional implementation 
 

The q-space is a field containing a DWI ∈ R3 for every gradient vector 𝑞
→

 on the unit 

sphere. We can then represent the vector 𝑞
→

 using spherical coordinates 𝑞 𝜙,𝜃, because 

the needed information is only its direction, not its module. Therefore the q-space can 

be represented as a five-dimensional (5D) entity f(x, y, z, θ, ϕ) ∈ R3×S2.  

 

L. Jonasson et al., presented this approach for the first time in 2007 [28], they proposed 

to represent the q-space as a f(x, y, z, θ, ϕ) function, with a R3×S2 domain, considering 

S2 a spherical domain. 

  

If we encode the vectors 𝑞 𝜙,𝜃   in spherical coordinates, using the angles θ∈ (-π, π) and 

ϕ∈ [0, π/2), then f ∈ L∞(Ω; R), with Ω ⊂ R3×S2,  an open bounded domain where R3 is 

the spatial domain and S2 is the unit sphere. Then, for operating in a spherical domain, a 

change of variables is done as follows, let x, y and z be the cartesian coordinate 

variables: 

 𝑥 = sinΦ cos Θ
𝑦 = sinΦ sin Θ
𝑧 = cos Φ

 
 

 

(37) 

 

It must be clarified, with respect to the angle ranges, that with θ∈ (-π, π) and ϕ∈ [0, π/2), 

only half of the unit sphere is defined, but that is enough for our needs, because 

opposite directions represent the diffusion on the same axis, so they are interchangeable 

(Fig. 12). 

 

 

Fig. 12: Unit sphere range representation. Coloured zone represents the half of the sphere 

defined by the angle range. Inverse vectors represent the same direction. 
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Given the model we just defined, as a second approach, then, we performed the 

inpainting over the whole f(x, y, z, θ, ϕ), using the information in the 5 dimension to 

interpolate the values. 

 

To do so, we have to extend the discretization of Laplace’s equation to 5D, considering 

S2 a spherical domain, so our operators are defined as follows (38, 39). Note that as we 

just move on the unit sphere, the radius is fixed as one, therefore, the following are a 

particular case of the standard spherical coordinates operators, where radius is one and 

the derivative respect to it is zero. 

 

 
∇𝑢 = (

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
,
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
,
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
,
1

𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ

𝜕𝑢

𝜕Θ
,
𝜕𝑢

𝜕Φ
) 

 

(38) 

 

 
Δ𝑢 =

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑦2
+
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑧2
+

1

sin2Φ

∂2u

∂𝜃2
+

1

sinΦ

∂

∂Φ
(sinΦ

∂𝑢

∂Φ
) 

 

(39) 

 

 

It must be said, that for simplicity of our first implementation of this algorithm, we did 

our operations on the spherical domain as if it was Euclidian. We assume the error this 

assumption implies, but we expect that we will still be able to try the functionality of 

the algorithm, knowing that the components ϕ and θ on our operators will have wrong 

scaling factors. So, we did not perform the change of variable (37) and therefore our 

operators will be: 

 
∇𝑢 = (

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
,
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
,
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
,
𝜕𝑢

𝜕Θ
,
𝜕𝑢

𝜕Φ
) 

 

(40) 

 

 
Δ𝑢 =

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑦2
+
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑧2
+
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕Θ2
+
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕Φ2
 

 

(41) 

 

With respect to boundary conditions for the inpainting computation, they must be 

defined for the actual Ω ⊂ R3×S2 domain. According to the mathematical concept of a 

boundary, in a N dimensional domain, each boundary is a N-1dimensional space, where 

the value for a certain dimension is fixed at its higher or lower value, and the rest of 

dimensions vary freely (meaning that each one is a degree of freedom) (Fig. 13).  

Then in our 5D space the boundaries will have 4 dimensions, and the number of 

boundaries will be 2N, because we have one for the first value of the dimension and one 

for the last. So, there will be 10 of them.  

 

Fig. 13: Boundaries representation, 2D vs 3D 
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For example, at dimension i the two boundaries Bi1 and Bi2 are 

 

 𝐵𝑖1(𝑗, 𝑘, 𝜃, 𝜙) = 𝑢(1, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝜃, 𝜙)            𝐵𝑖2(𝑗, 𝑘, 𝜃, 𝜙) = 𝑢(𝑁𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝜃, 𝜙) (42) 

 

3.2.1 Modelling data as a 5-dimensional function  
 

The q-space information, in a DWI MRI computer file, is actually stored as a function 

f(i,j,k,g) where g is the gradient index, and a gradient orientation is associated to each 

index g. Like that storage space is reduced, but to make our calculations f(i,j,k,g) must 

be converted to f(i, j, k, θ, ϕ). 

 

The challenge comes when we transform the cartesian coordinates from the gradients 

(Fig. 14) to spherical coordinates (Fig. 15) and try to create function f(x, y, z, θ, ϕ), 

because the angles are not uniformly distributed when we represent them in spherical 

coordinates. 

 
Fig. 14: Gradients over the unit sphere in Cartesian coordinates 

 

 

Fig. 15: Gradients over spherical coordinates plane. 
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This is because the location of the gradient orientations over the unit sphere follows the 

distribution proposed by Jones et al. in 1999 [29], that considers the optimal distribution 

the one found in nature when the charges on a chemical are distributed in electrostatic 

balance [30]. 

 

This means that we cannot apply finite differences (43) with a constant hi over the 

angles’ domain. 

 𝑢𝑥𝑖,𝑗 =
𝑢𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝑢𝑖,𝑗

ℎ𝑖
 

(43) 

 

As expressed in the formula, finite differences are meant to be calculated with hi 

depending on i, so using an adaptive hi should not be a problem, whoever, at the 

practice, our domain is not enough dense, and does not have for each fθ,ϕ  a fθ+1, ϕ with 

the same ϕ. As we can see in Fig. 15. 

 

So, if we want to apply finite differences, intermediate values must be calculated to fill 

the empty holes of the domain. 

 

a) Interpolating grid 
 

To make the q-space function f(i,j,k,θ,ϕ) ∈ Ω ⊂ R3×S2 suitable to apply finite 

differences, we propose interpolating values for the S2 domain, where we lack density. 

The result will be interpolated R3 DWI values at each S2 grid value. These are new DWI 

views from gradient orientations that did not exist at the acquisition. 

 

Given that S2 is a spherical domain, the distances between points in the spherical 

coordinates plane are not Euclidian, to calculate them, we should make the 

corresponding change of variables mentioned at (37). However, for simplicity of our 

first approach, we used Euclidian distances, assuming the error it takes with it. 

 

Then to perform the interpolation, as the information on the grid is not regularly 

distributed, we applied a biharmonic spline interpolation, which is based on the work of 

D. Sandwell [31]. Actually, for 2D surfaces, the technique is equivalent to bicubic 

spline interpolation, which is based on using spline functions as interpolants. A spline 

function is piecewise-defined function formed by a sequence of polynomial functions 

concatenated. 

 

The concept behind biharmonic interpolation, as the author defines it, corresponds 

physically to forcing an elastic beam to match the data points. That is why an equation 

used in elastostatic studies, the biharmonic equation (44), is used. 

 

 
∇4𝜑 =∑  

𝑛

𝑖=1

∑∂𝑖 ∂𝑖 ∂𝑗 ∂𝑗𝜑

𝑛

𝑗=1

= 0 
 

(44) 

 

The fourth derivative is zero at all points of the function except for the force points, 

where,

 

 ∇4𝜑 = 6𝛿(𝑥) (45) 

 



 

4 http://matlab.izmiran.ru/help/techdoc/ref/griddata.html#998753 24 

To find the interpolated surface for N data points, let x be a position in the 2D space, w 

the function located at that data point and α the weights to find:  

 

∇4𝑤(𝑥) =∑𝛼𝑗𝛿(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗)  

𝑁

𝑗=1

 

 

(46) 

 

The general solution is found by solving (47) for all αj.  

 

 

𝑤(𝑥) =∑𝛼𝑗𝜑(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗)  

𝑁

𝑗=1

 

 

(47) 

 

To calculate our new interpolated grid, then, we used Matlab’s built-in function for 

biharmonic spline interpolation4. We can see the new points on the S2 domain at Fig. 16 

and the result of the interpolation for a given i,j,k voxel at Fig. 17. 

 

 
Fig. 16: Original gradients over interpolated mesh. 
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After the interpolation of S2 for each R3 point, we obtain a f(i,j,k,θ,ϕ) ∈ Ω ⊂ R3×S2 

image where we can apply our variational method. When the inpainting is done, the 

interpretation of results must be done having in mind that the interpolated values have a 

limited precision and they may induce error. Moreover, it is almost certain that the 

coordinates of the original gradients will not be found in the S2 grid (we will find it only 

if the original coordinates θ and ϕ are both multiples of the step size) (Fig. 13).  

Then when all the calculations are done, we must transform u(i,j,k,θ,ϕ) into u(i,j,k,g) 

form, to save it as a standard file. Saving all the gradients calculated on the grid 

generates a file of tens of Gb, so we saved the same number of gradients the original 

image had. The gradients with coordinates closest to the originals are taken, as those 

points are the most reliable for their interpolated value, and moreover, the distribution 

of the gradients will be the most similar to the original, which follows Jones et al. 

distribution, and is meant to be the optimal distribution. The headers for the new file 

must be rewritten with the new gradient coordinates in Cartesian form. 

It is important noting that the step size (space between each consecutive position) 

chosen to generate the equispaced grid will decide its definition and, therefore, its 

smoothness and precision. 

3.2.2 Discretization and computation 
 

For our implementation in the 5D domain, using Laplace’s equation with finite 

differences, at every voxel ui,j,k,θ,ϕ , we are computing: 

 

{
 
 

 
 
𝑢𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ−2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ+𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ

ℎ𝑖
2 +

𝑢𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘,Θ,Φ−2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ+𝑢𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘,Θ,Φ

ℎ𝑗
2 +

𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1,Θ,Φ−2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ+𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1,Θ,Φ

ℎ𝑘
2 +

𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ+1,Φ−2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ+𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ−1,Φ

ℎ𝜑
2 +

𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ+1−2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ+𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ−1

ℎ𝜗
2 = 0

𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑘ΘΦ = 𝑓𝑖𝑗𝑘ΘΦ

𝑖𝑛 𝐷

𝑖𝑛 Ω ∖ 𝐷

     

  (48) 

 

Fig. 17: Biharmonic spline interpolation of f(θ, ϕ) for a given voxel i,j,k. 
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If we were to consider the coordinates as spherical in S2, we would use the spherical 

Laplacian operator for that domain (39). Simplifying the derivative we get: 

 

 1

sin2Φ

∂2u

∂𝜃2
+

1

sinΦ

∂

∂Φ
(sinΦ

∂𝑢

∂Φ
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1

sin2Φ
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+ 
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∂u

∂Θ
+ 
𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ

𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ

∂2u

∂𝜃2
 

 

 

 

(49) 

Then, we would have to compute: 

 

{
 
 

 
 
𝑢𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ−2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ+𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ

ℎ𝑖
2 +

𝑢𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘,Θ,Φ−2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ+𝑢𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘,Θ,Φ

ℎ𝑗
2 +

𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1,Θ,Φ−2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ+𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1,Θ,Φ

ℎ𝑘
2 +

𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ+1−2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ+𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ−1

sin2(Φ)ℎ𝜗
2 +

tan−1(Φ)(𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ+1,Φ−𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ)

ℎΦ
+
𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ+1,Φ−2𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ,Φ+𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,Θ−1,Φ

ℎΦ
2 = 0

𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑘ΘΦ = 𝑓𝑖𝑗𝑘ΘΦ

𝑖𝑛 𝐷

𝑖𝑛 Ω ∖ 𝐷

  

(50)  
 
3.2.3 Implementation details 
 

The limitation of this 5D inpainting algorithm is the computational cost it inherently 

has. Depending on the programming logic we follow, the time and RAM consumption 

can make it impracticable. 

 

The main issue, is the size of the f(i, j, k, θ, ϕ) field, where, after interpolating over the 

new S(θ,ϕ) grid, the data size is scaled by hundreds or thousands, depending on the grid 

step size (Fig. 18). This makes, not only extremely slow to iterate on every voxel on the 

image, but also generates a matrix that cannot be stored in the RAM of a conventional 

computer. 

 

 
Fig. 18: Memory usage in function of grid size represented by the step size used as a percentage over the value range.  
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Using the fact that for each voxel at the inpainting domain D, only neighbour voxels are 

used to calculate its value, there is no need to store the value of those voxels outside the 

inpainting domain Ω\D which are not neighbours with any voxel belonging to D. 

 

The first approach to use that was to work with sparse matrices. These are matrices 

where only the non-zero values are stored, and the rest are considered zero without 

dedicating any memory to save their value. Then all those voxels not needed for 

calculations can be set to zero and perform the f(i,j,k,g) to f(i, j, k, θ, ϕ) conversion and 

interpolation. Storing only the necessary information. 

 

The results of this approach were still not satisfactory, as in a two-dimensional sparse 

matrix (using Matlab architecture) for each column on the matrix, 8 bytes are used, even 

if there is not any non-zero element. When building our Ai’,j’ (mn×mn) matrix then, the 

quantity of columns is still prohibitive, and a reshape into Ai’,j’ (mnmn×1) is not a 

solution due to the generation of an index number too big for the system. In addition, if 

the D domain is too big, the sparse matrix is not efficient, as it uses double memory for 

each non-zero value in a 64-bit system, in comparison to a standard matrix, meaning 

that if half the values are non-zero, the storage used is the same. 

 

The only option is then using a divide and conquer algorithm design. The inpainting 

domain D is divided in sectors which are converted to 5D and inpainted sequentially. 

Then they are converted to u(i,j,k,g) and added to the original f(i,j,k,g), without having 

more than one sector in R3×S2  form at any moment.  

 

Depending on the morphology of the D domain, the optimal trimming strategy changes. 

For the D masks used in this work, we trimmed separating by related sectors, like that, 

voxels at the D domain are just computed once, and only voxels at D and its neighbours 

are used. 

 

When doing the 5D modelling by blocks, it is important to notice that the computed 

blocks are getting new gradient directions taken from the interpolating grid, but the 

points outside the mask still have the values corresponding to the original gradients. If 

the data is left like that, and we assume the gradient directions to be the original ones, at 

the inpainting domain D, the R3 values for each gradient direction, will be assigned by a 

nearest neighbour system to the original gradient directions. Because of this, we have to 

make a choice between assuming the error caused by the slight difference of gradient 

position in the inpainted voxels, or recalculate voxels on the image to make them 

belong to the same gradient directions set. For the second approach, we could calculate 

for each voxel on the image the grid interpolation and use the new gradients for all 

voxels. This brings a high computational cost because of the time consumed calculating 

the interpolation on every voxel in the image. If the inpainting domain D< Ω\D, then it 

would be faster to calculate for the values in the new gradients, its value on the original 

directions, for example by linear interpolation with its nearest values on the grid. 

 

For a better efficiency of the algorithm, boundary conditions for the inpainting at the 

three spatial dimensions R3 from Ω ⊂ R3×S2 were not computed, due to the fact that the 

inpainting domain will never include edge points for the problem we are solving, as the 

location of brain’s white matter in a DWI is never at the edge of the image. Boundaries 

at S2 are still needed. 
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Then, after the previous efficiency optimizations, the calculations become feasible for 

an average computer, but depending on the step size used for the grid (Fig. 18) and the 

mask size, the algorithm can still require too much RAM at some points. We used a 0.1 

step size for our calculations (1.6% of the total length), as it has a reasonable trade-off 

between memory usage and precision. Then, depending on the largest connect sector of 

the inpainting mask, the memory usage at the most demanding point of the code (Ax=b 

solving) can be seen in Fig. 19: 

 
Fig. 19: Memory usage in function of number of voxels in processed sector. Values obtained empirically, the 

function was obtained by piecewise cubic interpolation. 

 

In the tested case, there is a 1.6 GB floor in all measures, belonging to the 4D matrices 

stored before the inpainting. Then, depending on the size of the trimmed sector that we 

inpaint, the needed RAM at the most demanding point of the code (where the biggest 

number of matrices are stored at the same time) escalates. With the previous empirical 

results we could see how the memory usage increases exponentially with the number of 

voxels computed. 

 

3.2.4 Algorithm workflow 
 

To illustrate the final workflow of the algorithm for the 5D inpainting, we present a 

pipeline schema for the implementation using the divide and conquer strategy (Fig. 20): 
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Fig. 20: Pipeline of the 5-dimensional inpainting algorithm, the outlined sequence of blocks is 

iteratively repeated in a for loop, for each lesion cluster on the mask. 
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As it can be seen on the pipeline, we did not correct the difference between gradients 

orientations in the inpainted D domain and the rest of the image (problem explained in 

section 3.2.3), so we are assuming the error made by having slightly different gradient 

orientations. After analysing the results obtained in the following section though, we 

decided to implement an extra block on the pipeline to calculate the values on the 

original gradient orientations by linear interpolation, using the 4 nearest points on the 

interpolated grid (Fig. 21). 

 
 

Fig. 21: Zoom in on the representation of the original gradients (red asterisk) over the interpolated grid (blue dots). 

Circled dots are the closest positions to the asterisk and are used to interpolate the value at the asterisk position. 

This approach was also used to obtain results and compared to the original workflow. 
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4. RESULTS 
 

To test our methods, we performed the inpainting, first, over synthetic data, to analyse 

specific situations and to evaluate the results easily on a simpler structure. Then we 

tested on a real brain acquisition to confirm that the implementation works on it too. 

Finally, we present an experiment to quantify the error made on the S2 domain 

interpolation.  

 

4.1 Synthetic data tests 
 

For the synthetic data tests, first we tried the inpainting methods on a simple linear tube, 

and then, on a crossing shape to test its behaviour in crossing fibers. 

 

We tested using the 3D and 5D inpainting, to compare their results. The 5D algorithm 

was tried as first defined in the workflow pipeline, and with the linear interpolation 

improvement for the gradient positions at the inpainting domain. As the first of these 

two approaches used a nearest neighbour interpolation for the mentioned gradient 

values assignment, we refer to it as ‘5D inpainting Nearest Neighbours’, as the second 

approach uses linear interpolation, we refer to it as ‘5D inpainting Linear’.  

 

The first test was on a simple linear pipe were diffusion happens uniformly in one 

direction (Fig. 22). We first wanted to check if the DWI looked natural on the inpainted 

domain. 

 

 
 

Fig. 22: Axial (left), Sagital(right) and Coronal(down) views of synthetic tube DWI. Red sector indicates the mask 

for inpainting.
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Fig. 23: Zoom-in on synthetic tube DWI. Comparison between original and inpainting results. 

Then to quantify the total error, we calculated the difference between the DWI volumes. 

We are calculating the difference only in the inpainted domain, we do not consider the 

rest of the image where the value does not change. 

 

Percentages calculated for the intensity values as 
|𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒1−𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒2|

max𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒1
· 100 being value1 the 

reference value. 

 

3D mean error = 1.09 % 

5D Nearest Neighbours mean error = 2.89 % 

5D Linear interpolation mean error = 2.79 % 

 

We can see that the most natural result is given by the 3D inpainting (Fig. 23), while 5D 

algorithms give worse results in some gradient orientations. The linear interpolation 

improvement makes the result slightly better for the 5D inpainting, but the result is still 

similar. We will later discuss what could be the causes for these results. 

 

From this observation, we determine that 3D inpainting preserves better the information 

on the DWI domain when analysing a single diffusion direction. But the aim of this 

project is to improve tractography calculation, which uses the whole q-space, so we 

have to measure how each approach affects this calculation.    

 

The proposed algorithm intends to improve the results obtained from the DTI inpainting 

approach proposed by M. Andorrà [9], as we previously explained, the inpainting over 

the DTI implies the modelling of the diffusion as a gaussian distribution, so when trying 

to use a different model like in CSD tractographies, the result is defective, and we want 

to use CSD tractography because it can reconstruct crossing fibers, where DTI cannot. 

We tested if we achieved our purpose by inpainting over synthetic data which simulates 



 

5 http://trackvis.org/dtk/ 

6 http://trackvis.org/ 
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a fiber crossing (Fig. 24). We performed the CSD tractography and tested if, after 

inpainting, we can still reconstruct the fiber crossing.   

 

 
Fig. 24: Axial (left), Sagital(right) and Coronal(down) views of synthetic crossing DWI. Red sector indicates the 

mask for inpainting. 

 

All the tractographies presented in this work were calculated by Diffusion Toolkit5 and 

TrackVis6 software. 

 

To do so, first we reconstructed the fiber crossing with a DTI tractography, to prove the 

crossing is computed incorrectly (Fig. 25). Then we performed the CSD tractography 

(Fig. 26) where the crossing tracts are correctly interpreted, and then we inpainted the 

crossing point using Andorra’s algorithm (Fig. 28), our 3D algorithm (Fig. 29), our 5D 

‘Nearest Neighbour’ algorithm (Fig. 30), and our 5D ‘Linear’ algorithm (Fig. 31).
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DTI original: 

 
        Fig. 25: DTI tractography of synthetic crossing 

 

 

CSD: 

Original: 

  
Fig. 26: Original CSD tractography of synthetic crossing and zoom-in on ODF at the crossing.  
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Image with missing mask information: 

  
Fig. 27: CSD tractography of synthetic crossing with subtracted mask and zoom-in on ODF at the crossing.  

 

 

Andorra’s DTI inpainting: 

  
Fig. 28: CSD tractography of synthetic crossing with Andorra’s inpainting algorithm applied and zoom-in on ODF at 

the crossing.  
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3D DWI Inpainting: 

  
Fig. 29: CSD tractography of synthetic crossing with 3D inpainting applied and zoom-in on ODF at the crossing.  

 

 

5D DWI Inpainting ‘Nearest Neighbours’: 

  
Fig. 30: CSD tractography of synthetic crossing with 5D ‘Nearest Neighbours’ inpainting applied and zoom-in on 

ODF at the crossing. Step size for grid interpolation used is 1.6% 
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5D DWI Inpainting ‘Linear’: 

  
Fig. 31: CSD tractography of synthetic crossing with 5D ‘Linear’ inpainting applied and zoom-in on ODF at the 

crossing. Step size for grid interpolation used is 1.6% 

The mean error in the inpainted domain of the DWI for the previous results is now 

given. It must be kept in mind that different DWI can give the same tractography 

resolution, so the DWI error is not totally equivalent to tractography error. 

 

Andorra’s DTI inpainting =6.29 % 

3D DWI inpainting = 1.98 %  

5D Nearest Neighbours DWI inpainting = 4.82 % 

5D Linear DWI inpainting = 4.34 % 

 

First, we can see how DTI does not perform the crossing correctly (Fig. 25), how CSD 

does (Fig. 26), and how the CSD tractography is interrupted if we subtract the 

inpainting mask (Fig 27), which represents a lesion. 

 

It must be mentioned that some of the tracts stop their reconstruction on the CSD 

tractography in the middle of the crossing. That might be because this technique is 

intended for use in HARDI acquisitions, which have a high number of gradient 

orientations. Our synthetic data has 61 orientations, which reaches only the minimum 

needed to perform this type of calculation. Even though, this result gives us the 

information we need for our testing. 

 

About the inpainting results, Andorrà’s algorithm fails to reconstruct the crossing 

correctly as it was expected. The orientation distribution function (ODF) reconstructed 

after the inpainting (Fig. 28) is clearly different from the original in Fig. 26. 

 

3D inpainting succeeds to reconstruct the information. Its ODF seems equal to the 

original to the naked eye (Fig. 29). We do not observe any difference between the 

original and the 3D inpainting. 
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5D inpainting presents a similar ODF to the original for what we can see in this 

representation, but the resulting tractography is clearly different (Fig. 28). We observe 

that some tracts that used to stop their path at the crossing on the original CSD 

tractography, now complete their trajectory but in a direction that is not actually correct, 

they form a circle instead of crossing. The tract stopping in the original tractography is 

probably caused by the minimum FA threshold, which stops at highly isotropic voxels, 

so the 5D algorithm may be introducing anisotropy that allows the calculation to 

continue, but according to the results, it does it in a wrong direction. 

 

The ‘Linear 5D’ approach gives a result slightly less erroneous than the ‘Nearest 

Neighbours 5D’, but it distorts the tractography anyway (Fig. 31). 

 

4.2 Real data test 
 
4.2.1 Synthetic mask test 
 
To test the functionality of our algorithms on real data, we first used a DWI acquisition 

on a healthy subject, where we applied a mask indicating the lesioned zones. The fact 

that the masked area is actually not lesioned is irrelevant for the inpainting because we 

want to delete and substitute that information, moreover we can compare the results to 

the original non-lesioned information. The lesion mask does not belong to a real lesion 

morphology, it was created with an acceptable similarity to an average lesion cluster, 

while keeping a size that was possible to compute for an average computer when using 

the 5D implementation (Fig. 32). 

 
Fig. 32: Brain DWI slice with inpainting mask (red). Full colour scale visualization. 

First, we present the DWI, on a given slice and gradient orientation, for the original 

(Fig. 33), the 3D inpainting (Fig. 34) and the 5D inpainting ‘Linear’ (Fig. 35) (as its 

results are better than its ‘Nearest Neighbours predecessor’). 
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The following are a zoom-in of a particular slice of a particular gradient orientation of 

the DWI, to check the results in the DWI domain.  

 

Original: 

 
Fig. 33: Zoom-in of brain DWI. Zone to inpaint inside the red square. 

 

3D inpainting: 

 
Fig. 34: Zoom-in of brain DWI. 3D inpainting applied inside the red square. 

 

5D inpainting: 

 
Fig. 35: Zoom-in of brain DWI. 5D inpainting applied inside the red square. 
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We present then a visual comparison between tractographies to see if the same tracts 

were reconstructed in the masked zone, comparing between, the original (Fig. 37), the 

original with the inpainting domain information missing (Fig. 38), the 3D inpainting 

(Fig. 39) and the 5D inpainting (Fig. 40). 

 

The first image (Fig. 36) is the full brain tractography, as we could not distinguish the 

small inpainted zone on it, we made our comparisons studying only the tracts generated 

on our region of interest. 

 

 
Fig. 36: Full brain tractography. 
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Original: 

 
Fig. 37: Brain tractography of the region of interest. 

 

Original with missing mask information: 

 
Fig. 38: Brain tractography of the region of interest with inpainting mask information subtracted. Red arrows indicate 

the zones that changed the most. 
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3D inpainting: 

 
Fig. 39: Brain tractography of the region of interest with 3D inpainting applied. 

 

5D inpainting: 

 
Fig. 40: Brain tractography of the region of interest with 5D inpainting applied. 
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Mean errors in the inpainting domain: 

3D inpainting = 1.69 % 

5D inpainting = 1.73 % 

 

After comparing, we observe that the results are similar even between the original (Fig. 

37) and the lost information one (Fig. 38). But looking closer it can be seen that some 

tracts were not reconstructed in Fig. 38, as they may start on the deleted zone, or stop 

their tracking when passing by that zone. It is important to have in mind that, depending 

on the information eliminated, the changes can be larger or slighter, and analysing the 

DWI slices (Fig. 33), we see how actually the 3D inpainting (Fig. 34) and the 5D 

inpainting (Fig. 35) have similar results, which means that different gradient 

orientations give similar results on those voxels (because 5D uses different orientations 

and 3D does not), so the zone has low anisotropy. The error in the DWI domain, 

calculated only in the inpainted domain is, for the 3D algorithm, 1.69% and for the 5D, 

1.73%. Even though, as we said, some tracts change when eliminating the zone, so 

these voxels still give us information. 

 

When we perform the 3D inpainting (Fig. 39), we see how the lost tracts appear again. 

We cannot find any difference to the naked eye between the original and the inpainted. 

 

Finally, when using 5D inpainting (Fig. 40), we do find a similar result to the 3D, 

probably because a low anisotropy as we deducted before. We can see slight 

differences, but it is hard to evaluate them. As we first performed the synthetic data 

tests, we know that 3D inpainting gives better results. Here we confirm both can be 

implemented on real data. 

 

4.2.2 Real lesions inpainting 

 

Finally, we performed the 3D inpainting on a real brain with real lesions, to test the 

performance on a completely real case (Fig. 41).  
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Fig. 41: Real lesions from MS patient (red) registered into healthy brain DWI. 

Fig. 42: Tractographies of lesioned region of interest. Ground truth, subtracted lesion mask, 3D inpainting result. 
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Mean error in the inpainting domain: 

3D inpainting = 1.81 % 

 

At Fig. 42 we see how the tracts eliminated by the inpainting mask, are successfully 

reconstructed with 3D inpainting. 

 

4.3 Effect of lesion size on the performance 
 
Given that we are using a local based inpainting method, if the inpainting domain is 

larger, the reconstruction will be less reliable, as the solution found is always the 

smoothest in texture transition but the underlying structure might have any shape. 

 

We measured how the error grows as the inpainting mask grows with the 3D inpainting 

algorithm (Fig. 43). The results were obtained empirically with a certain brain DWI and 

different cubic-shaped masks. The results depend on the textures that are being 

inpainted, however, the obtained results are enough to see that the error grows linearly 

and gives an intuition of the reliability of the algorithm depending on lesion size. 

 
Fig.43: Error (as percentage over the maximum voxel value) in function of number of voxels in processed sector. 

Values obtained empirically from brain DWI 3D inpainting with cubic-shaped masks.  

 

At Fig. 44 we can visual verify how with a larger mask, the reconstruction is clearly not 

reliable. 
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Fig. 44: Brain DWI with a 3D inpainting performed on a 13×13×13-voxel mask. Upper image shows the mask in red, 

lower image the inpainting result. 

 

 
4.4 The interpolation precision experiment 
 

After the results obtained, before giving a verdict about our algorithms, we need to 

know if any process on the 5D algorithm pipeline is deteriorating the results and 

therefore its limitation is caused by that.  

 

The interpolation of gradients directions before the inpainting is essential if we want to 

apply finite differences to make our calculations, but this interpolation might be 

inducing some error in the result. To measure the reliability of the results our algorithm 

is giving, we searched a way to measure this error.  
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To do so, we defined an experiment that would consist on acquiring two DWI from the 

same sample body, first with 60 gradients direction, following the standard distribution 

(equilibrium of charges [43]). Then with 120 directions, taken from the directions that 

our algorithm generates when we interpolate using the 120 standard directions. 

Remember that our program uses the original non-uniformly distributed gradient 

directions to interpolate the values on a uniform grid and then saves the gradient 

directions on the grid closest to the originals.  

 

With the second defined acquisition (120 gradients), we would have a reference of the 

real value of the DWI in the gradient directions that our algorithm interpolates (when 

given the 120 standard gradients). Using this method we can compare the interpolated 

DWI with the ground truth. 

 

Given that the interpolated positions which are closest to the real references on the grid 

are more reliable than the ones that are further, we tried to estimate a “mean” of the 

error. To do so, we use the 60 standard gradients acquisition, and after interpolating the 

values on the uniform grid for each voxel, we take the 120 gradients closest to the 120-

gradient standard distribution. We did not take the closest values to the 60 original 

directions, as we would do to minimize error, so the 120 new positions will be at 

random distances from the real value positions (Fig. 45).  

 

 

Fig. 45: 60 original gradients (red) vs 120 new interpolated gradients (blue) on the spherical coordinates plane. 

Thanks to the contribution of Fundación Reina Sofia, we could obtain the two DWI we 

needed, taken from a pineapple as sample body. The results were obtained for an 

interpolated grid of 0.1 step size in each dimension. 

 

To interpret the results, it must be remembered that we calculated the interpolation 

using Euclidian distances, so the error caused by that simplification will also be 

included. These were the results: 

 

First, we performed a tractography using both DWI, the interpolated DWI and the 

ground truth acquisition (Fig. 46). 
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Fig. 46: Pineapple tractographies. At the left, 60 gradient acquisition transformed into 120 gradient 

acquisition by interpolation. At the right, 120 gradient acquisition of the same pineapple as ground truth. 

 

 

 

At a glance, we can see that the reconstruction is not exactly the same, but it is similar. 

To confirm that the tracts were not the same, we visualized a thin slice of both 

reconstructions at the same location with the same parameters (Fig. 47). 
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Fig. 47: Pineapple tractographies of the same thin slice as comparison of interpolated vs ground truth 

pineapples. 

 

The mean error for voxel is 0.2%.  

The maximum error made for a certain voxel is 12.5%. 

 

The following images (Fig. 48, 49) are a visual sample of the difference between the 

DWI 

 
Fig. 48: Ground truth vs interpolated DWI. Image of 20th slice at 20th gradient. Full colour scale visualization. 
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Fig. 49: Error image visualization obtained by interpolated DWI minus ground truth. Full color scale 

visualization. Tone indicates percentatge error over the maximum error on the current slice (~6%). 

Percentatge indicates absolute value error over máximum intensity value in ground truth DWI. 

 

Then we can confirm that the interpolated gradient orientations induce slight error into 

our calculations. The error when selecting only values near the reference real values on 

the interpolation grid, as we did in our code, can still not be measured with this 

experiment, but we defined a reference global error of the method that assures us that 

the mean error when doing that selection is between [ 0.2% , 0% ), so we consider it 

non-critical.   

 

To study the error made when doing the selection, we did the grid interpolation for all 

the voxels on a synthetic data sample, and compared its tractography to the one given 

by the original. In this case we cannot compare in the DWI domain because their 

images belong to different gradient orientations.  

 

When calculating the tractography of the interpolated data, the original gradients were 

used, not the ones recalculated for this data. Like that we are making an error, but that is 

the same error we make in our code when we assign gradient positions’ values by 

nearest neighbours, so we want to see what is its effect. 
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Fig. 50: Synthetic crossing CSD tractographies. At the left original 66-gradient with standard distribution 

DWI was used. At the right original DWI transformed by interpolation to 66-gradient with gradients 

distributed over the 1.6% step size grid. Reconstruction done according to the original gradients in both 

cases. 
 

 

The result (Fig. 50) shows slightly defective reconstruction, which is more visible in the 

crossing. Still the majority of fibers that crossed at the original tractography do cross on 

the new one. We conclude that some error is caused by the process of interpolating and 

then assigning the values by nearest neighbours, which can be seen to the naked eye, 

but it is not the major cause of error in the 5D algorithm. Additionally, the error for 

calculating the interpolation with Euclidian distances instead of spherical is also 

included in this result, and as we can see, even summing up the two error sources, the 

result is acceptable. A final step of linear interpolation (as we also implemented) is still 

recommended. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

5.1 Conclusions 
 

In this work, we have presented two different methods that, using Laplace-inpainting 

techniques, allow to perform tractography in Multiple Sclerosis patients using Diffusion 

Weighted Images.  

 

In the developing phase, we discovered the limitations of high dimensional inpaintings 

because of their computational cost. Our conclusion regarding this problem was that 

sequentially computing small sectors of the inpainting domain is the best solution. 

Moreover, code efficiency increases if we only compute the voxels at the inpainting 

domain to find a solution, and we do not compute boundary conditions if the inpainting 

domain is never at the edge.  

 

Regarding the results of the testing phase, 3D inpainting gives the best results. The 

tractographies obtained after this process were equal to the original references to the 

naked eye, and as the inpainting was done on DWI domain, the limitations of our 

reference work [9], which inpainted on DTI domain, were solved. Now, after applying 

this pre-processing technique, any kind of tractography can be applied to a DWI 

acquired on a Multiple Sclerosis patient, and local lesions will not interfere. It must be 

taken into account that the size of the lesions was proven to affect the performance of 

the inpainting, but average sized lesions did present low reconstruction errors. 

 

5D inpainting was an alternative approach for the algorithm where we intended to use, 

for each voxel, the information in all the diffusion orientations encoded in the q-space. 

The intention of this was to use all the information disposable to perform the inpainting 

and make it more reliable. The testing results on this approach revealed worse 

reconstructions. As we were doing an interpolation process on the S2 domain and we 

did not know the error we were making by doing so, we performed the interpolation 

precision experiment, where we quantified the error made. The results revealed that 

indeed, this process slightly distorted our results, but it was not the major source of 

error. On the other hand, we were considering distances on the spherical domain as 

Euclidian, so the Laplace equation inpainting, did have an extra error on its calculations. 

Also the biharmonic spline interpolation could be affected by this assumption, but we 

cannot assure that. Therefore, we cannot affirm that 5D is a wrong approach because the 

bad results could be given by these issues. 

 

Even though the mentioned issues influenced the testing, observing the inpaiting results 

on the DWI, another explanation for the obtained results could be that 5D inpainting 

using Laplace equation, after all, was a too naïve approach for this problem, as we 

defined it. Each R3 DWI belonging to a gradient orientation acquisition, encodes the 

diffusion in that particular orientation, and with 5D inpainting, using Laplace equation, 

we are assuming that for a specific point in a (x,y,z) spatial coordinate, the transition of 

the diffusion coefficient along the different gradient directions is smooth. At first 

glance, this assumption seems coherent, but maybe it is too naïve and a model that 

allows discontinuities in the solution would work better. This could explain why the 

process of inpainting each diffusion direction separately gives better results, because 

considering each direction as independent, the directional information on the q-space is 

preserved, which allows a correct tractography calculation. 
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5.1 Future work 
 

After the work done, the following points remain open for further exploring: 

 

• For a better memory efficiency, we propose evaluating an explicit gradient 

descent to calculate Laplace-inpainting instead of solving a system of equations. 

Other numerical methods as Multigrid methods will help the speed of the 

computation. 

 

• To have conclusive empirical prove that 5D inpainting does not improve the 

results over 3D inpainting, we should reimplement the calculations using 

spherical domain calculations in the S2 domain. 

 

• For a complete study of the inpainting algorithms, it is needed to find a measure 

of the results reliability, because we measured error numerically on the DWI 

domain, but we did not measure the tractography error, and as different DWI 

can give the same tractography, error should be measured directly on 

tractography. 
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Annex 
 
Demonstration of the minimization of the inpainting functional: 
 

{
𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑢𝜖𝑊1,2(Ω)

∫|
𝐷

∇𝑢(𝑥)|2𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

𝑢|Ω∖𝐷 = 𝑓
 

 

𝐽(𝑢) = ∫ |
𝐷

∇𝑢|2𝑑𝑥 

 
Using Gâteaux derivative we get: 

 

∇𝐽(𝑢) = 𝑙𝑖𝑚
→0

∫ |
𝐷

∇(𝑢 + 휀ℎ)|2𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 − ∫ |
𝐷

∇𝑢|2𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

휀
= 

 

𝑙𝑖𝑚
→0

∫ |
𝐷

∇𝑢 + 휀∇ℎ|2 − |∇𝑢|2𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

휀
= 

 

𝑙𝑖𝑚
→0

∫ |
𝐷

𝑢𝑥 + 휀ℎ𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 + 휀ℎ𝑦|
2 − |𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦|

2𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

휀
= 

 

𝑙𝑖𝑚
→0

∫ √(𝑢𝑥 + 휀ℎ𝑥)
2 + (𝑢𝑦 + 휀ℎ𝑦)

2
2
−√𝑢𝑥

2 + 𝑢𝑦
2
2
𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

𝐷

휀
= 

 

𝑙𝑖𝑚
→0

∫ (𝑢𝑥 + 휀ℎ𝑥)
2 + (𝑢𝑦 + 휀ℎ𝑦)

2 − (𝑢𝑥
2 + 𝑢𝑦

2) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦
𝐷

휀
= 

 

𝑙𝑖𝑚
→0

∫ 휀(2𝑢𝑥ℎ𝑥 + 휀ℎ𝑥
2 + 2𝑢𝑦ℎ𝑦 + 휀ℎ𝑦

2)𝑑𝑥
𝐷

𝑑𝑦

휀
= 

 

At the limit when ε→0 

∫ 2𝑢𝑥ℎ𝑥 + 2𝑢𝑦ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦
𝐷

 

By integration by parts 

 

∫ 2𝑢𝑥ℎ𝑥 + 2𝑢𝑦ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦
𝐷

= (𝑢𝑥 + 𝑢𝑦)ℎ|𝜕𝐷 − 2∫ 𝑢𝑥𝑥ℎ + 𝑢𝑦𝑦ℎ  𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦
𝐷

 

 

The first term gives us conditions on the boundary, the second term is the scalar product 
〈𝛥𝑢, ℎ〉 that has to be zero for any possible h, so, the partial differential equation, 

completed with boundary conditions, is 
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{
Δ𝑢 = 0     𝑖𝑛 𝐷,      
 𝑢 = 𝑓       𝑖𝑛 Ω ∖ 𝐷
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